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Customer name Customer requirement reference number 

UK Biobank NIC-145336-LRGN9 

 

Short summary description of customer requirement 

UK Biobank is a major national health resource, and a registered charity in its own right, 

with the aim of improving the prevention, diagnosis and treatment of a wide range of 

serious and life-threatening illnesses. 

 

UK Biobank’s aim is to build a database that details a patient’s full medical history. 

Between 2006 and 2010, UK Biobank recruited 500,000 people from across the country 

to take part in this project.  All participants explicitly consented to UK Biobank accessing 

their medical records and to long-term use and storage of this information. UK Biobank 

seeks to initially extract patient-identifying data from a participant cohort of 5,000 of 

the 500,000 participants of the UK Biobank project to create a research database that 

will enable on-going research studies.  It is believed by UK Biobank that having general 

practice data will add value to their existing data sources, fill gaps and provide a holistic 

view of UK Biobank cohort records. 

 

Contents of this GPES IAG pack 

GPES IAG submission template  

Customer Requirement Summary  

Benefits Plan  

Information Governance Assessment  

Any additional information? x 

 

Standard meeting or fast track process? 

Standard meeting  Fast track process  

 

Has this customer requirement been submitted to the GPES IAG previously? 

(If so, date and previous recommendation.) 

No 

 

Key information from the HSCIC’s information governance assessment 

 

Purpose 

Primary purpose of care (i.e. direct 

patient care or individual clinical audit) 

 Secondary uses  

Classification of data extracted 

Non-identifying data only  Includes identifying data  

 

Other approvals (where appropriate) Required? Received? 

Section 251 of NHS Act 2006 (through Ethics and 

Confidentiality Committee of the National Information 

Governance Board) 

N/A N/A 

Research Ethics Committee N/A N/A 

Other (specify) N/A N/A 
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Customer requirement reference number 

NIC-145336-LRGN9 

 

Executive summary of customer requirement 

 

UK Biobank seeks to extract data from a cohort of 5,000 of the 500,000 participants of 

the UK Biobank project to create a research database containing participants’ full 

medical records that will enable on-going research studies. 

Medical researchers will be the immediate key beneficiaries of the data, as for the first 

time they will have access to GP practice primary care data in conjunction with other 

data sources. This resource will not only extend the scope of existing projects, but also 

support future medical research projects. 

The key uses will ultimately benefit patients by using the extracted data along with 

previously collected patient samples to improve treatment of common diseases.  

The linked dataset from a range of sources will allow researchers to better understand 

complex causes of many common and rare conditions found in the British population. 

With the addition of primary care data, UK Biobank will be a cost effective way of 

identifying factors related to the causes of major diseases and conditions, and this will 

support both the prevention of - and treatments for - the population of the future. The 

value of the UK Biobank resource therefore critically depends on establishing linkages to 

primary care data. 

 

 


